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This study investigates the importance of source spectrum slopes in the perception of phonation by

White Hmong listeners. In White Hmong, nonmodal phonation (breathy or creaky voice) accompa-

nies certain lexical tones, but its importance in tonal contrasts is unclear. In this study, native listen-

ers participated in two perceptual tasks, in which they were asked to identify the word they heard.

In the first task, participants heard natural stimuli with manipulated F0 and duration (phonation

unchanged). Results indicate that phonation is important in identifying the breathy tone, but not the

creaky tone. Thus, breathiness can be viewed as contrastive in White Hmong. Next, to understand

which parts of the source spectrum listeners use to perceive contrastive breathy phonation, source

spectrum slopes were manipulated in the second task to create stimuli ranging from modal to

breathy sounding, with F0 held constant. Results indicate that changes in H1-H2 (difference in am-

plitude between the first and second harmonics) and H2-H4 (difference in amplitude between the

second and fourth harmonics) are independently important for distinguishing breathy from modal

phonation, consistent with the view that the percept of breathiness is influenced by a steep drop in

harmonic energy in the lower frequencies. VC 2013 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4773259]

PACS number(s): 43.71.Hw, 43.71.Es, 43.71.Bp, 43.70.Mn [BRM] Pages: 1078–1089

I. INTRODUCTION

Individual speakers’ voices differ, and these differences

can provide useful information for listeners. However, it is

currently unclear which aspects of voice matter to listeners.

Kreiman et al. (2007) analyzed a set of 70 normal and patho-

logical voices, comparing acoustic measures of their source

spectra by principal components analysis. In one analysis,

slopes of portions of the spectral envelope were compared;

in another, amplitude differences between various pairs of

harmonics, and the amplitude of high-frequency noise, were

compared. In both analyses, the lowest-frequency region

(corresponding to H1-H2, the difference in amplitudes of the

first and second harmonics) and the highest-frequency region

(corresponding to high-frequency noise), were independently

important in accounting for variance in the voices. Further

independent and significant components in the two analyses

corresponded to slopes or differences over a variety of

smaller portions of the spectrum.

This statistical model of Kreiman et al. (2007) now

needs to be developed into a perceptually valid model of lis-

teners. The statistical model’s many significant components

are unlikely to all be perceptually relevant to listeners, and

therefore, some initial simplifications are in order. Here, the

spectrum above the second harmonic is divided into three pa-

rameters. One is H2–H4 (the difference in amplitudes of the

second and fourth harmonics), which emerged as a significant

component in the analysis of harmonic amplitude differences.

Then the spectrum from H4 to 5 kHz is simply divided into

two larger parameters: from H4 to the harmonic nearest

2 kHz (H4–2 kHz), and from 2 kHz to the harmonic nearest

5 kHz (2 kHz–5 kHz). The four resulting harmonic-amplitude

parameters (H1–H2, H2–H4, H4–2 kHz, 2 kHz–5 kHz) cover

the entire frequency range to 5 kHz. When spectral noise is

added to the harmonic-amplitude parameters, a five-

parameter model of the voice source spectrum is obtained.

Here we focus on the perception of just the harmonic ampli-

tudes, leaving aside the important question of how they inter-

act perceptually with spectral noise in the perception of voice

quality [though see Kreiman and Gerratt (2005), Shrivastav

and Sapienza (2006), and Kreiman and Gerratt (2012) for ini-

tial results on that topic]. This simple model might suffice to

describe cross-speaker voice differences.

In some languages, however, voice quality is not only a

matter of individual voice differences; in addition, it defines

linguistic contrasts. In Jalapa Mazatec, for example, each

vowel in a word is specified as having modal, breathy, or

creaky (laryngealized) phonation (Silverman et al., 1995;

Garellek and Keating, 2011). In White Hmong, words can

differ in creaky vs modal phonation, or breathy vs modal

phonation. Because languages which employ nonmodal
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phonations contrastively may use any of a variety of acoustic

parameters to do so (Gordon and Ladefoged, 2001; Keating

et al., 2011), it is possible that a source spectrum model

derived from individual voice differences will not extend to

the description of linguistic contrasts. To further the develop-

ment of the model along perceptual lines, then, it is important

to apply it to the perception of phonation contrasts in lan-

guages like White Hmong. One goal of the current study is to

test whether the harmonic-amplitude parameters of the model

suffice to account for the perception of these contrasts.

However, the matter is complicated by the fact that, in

some (often so-called “register”) languages, phonation differ-

ences are tied to pitch differences, so that a lexical “tone” can

be a combination of pitch plus nonmodal phonation. For

example, in Santa Ana del Valle Zapotec, high- and rising-

pitch tones have modal phonation, while falling-pitch tones

have creaky or breathy phonation (Esposito, 2010b). In

Northern Vietnamese, certain tones are reported to have

some laryngealization or breathiness (Pham, 2003; Michaud,

2004; Brunelle, 2009). In Mandarin, Tone 3 has a low (or

falling) pitch contour, and often also creaky voice (Belotel-

Greni�e and Greni�e, 1997). In such cases, it is not always clear

whether listeners pay attention only to phonation, only to

pitch, or to phonation as well as pitch. Studies of a few lan-

guages have begun to show that sometimes listeners do attend

to phonation, even when it is correlated with pitch (Belotel-

Greni�e and Greni�e, 1997; Brunelle, 2009; Brunelle and

Finkeldey, 2011; Yu and Lam, 2011; Brunelle, 2012). But in

other cases, listeners do not attend to phonation (notably

breathiness), preferring pitch information exclusively

(Brunelle, 2009; Brunelle and Finkeldey, 2011; Brunelle, 2012).

The Hmongic languages are similar to those just men-

tioned, in that they have some lexical tones that involve both

phonation and pitch differences (Huffman, 1987; Ratliff,

1992; Andruski and Ratliff, 2000; Andruski, 2006; Fulop and

Golston, 2008; Esposito, 2012; Garellek, 2012). The tonal in-

ventory of White Hmong can be seen in Table I, based on

Esposito (2012). In Hmong the tone is marked orthographi-

cally by a letter at the end of each syllable. The words [ ]

“grandmother” (g-tone) and [ ] “female” (j-tone) have sim-

ilar F0 contours and durations, and so they differ mostly in

phonation. In contrast, the words [ ] “thorn” (s-tone) and

[ ] “to see” (m-tone) are distinguished by phonation, pitch,

and duration differences. Production studies have shown that

the phonation differences between these two tones are robust

(Esposito, 2012; Garellek, 2012), though sometimes limited

in duration, with the low-falling (-m) tone sometimes realized

as a partly modal vowel followed by some glottalization and a

glottal stop (Huffman, 1987; Ratliff, 1992; Esposito, 2012).

Strong creak is not consistently found for the low-falling (-m)

tone, and the phonation difference between the two tones can

be more like tense vs modal voice. Pitch and duration differ-

ences have also been shown, with the low-falling (-m) tone

having a lower final pitch and a shorter duration than any

other tones (Huffman, 1987; Esposito, 2012).

In a previous study on White Hmong and Green Mong

perception, Andruski (2006) found that listeners were better

at identifying natural tokens of the breathy and creaky tones

than the low-modal one, indicating that the breathy and

creaky tones have reliable and salient acoustic correlates.

Because her stimuli were unaltered natural tokens, listeners

had access to all the naturally occurring acoustic information

for each tone. As a result, the relative importance of phona-

tion compared to pitch and duration information cannot be

determined from that experiment. Another goal of the pres-

ent study is to tease apart the perceptual contributions of

these acoustic properties. We will thus gain a clearer under-

standing of the pitch-phonation interactions in the Hmong

tone system, which in turn will contribute to our understand-

ing of such tone systems more generally.

In sum, before testing which aspects of spectral slope

underlie phonation perception in White Hmong, we want to

be sure that White Hmong listeners are attending to phona-

tion in the first place. Therefore, we must first demonstrate

that, given a choice of attending to pitch vs to phonation, lis-

teners in fact do the latter. In experiment 1, we pit pitch

against phonation in the identification of the two contrasts in

White Hmong illustrated above, and reveal that for one con-

trast, but not the other, listeners do use phonation informa-

tion. In experiment 2, we then test the harmonic-amplitude

parameters in the perception of this contrast.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: F0 AND DURATION
MANIPULATIONS

Experiment 1 examines the role of original voice quality

relative to F0 and duration manipulations in breathy and

creaky tone identification. The two tone pairs of interest here

are the contrast between the two high-falling tones (e.g., [ ]

“female” vs [ ] “grandmother”) and the contrast between

the two low-pitch tones (e.g., [ ] “thorn” vs ] “to see”).

In this experiment, we performed various F0 manipulations to

naturally creaky and breathy stimuli (leaving the phonation

intact), and then determined if the nonmodal phonation suffi-

ces for perception of the breathy or creaky tone.

A. Method

1. Stimuli

Stimuli were produced from natural tokens of /pO/ with

six of the seven possible tones, recorded in isolation by a

female native speaker of White Hmong. A clear token of

mid-level-toned / / recorded in isolation was not obtained.

However, through pitch resynthesis there were stimuli with

TABLE I. Overview of White Hmong tones, from Esposito (2012).

Tone

Orthographic

tone symbol

Example

(IPA)

Example in Hmong

orthography with

English meaning

High-rising (45) -b [ ] pob “ball”

Mid (33) � [ ] po “spleen”

Low (22) -s [ ] pos “thorn”

High-falling (52) -j [ ] poj “female”

Mid-rising (24) -v [ ] pov “to throw”

Low-falling creaky (21) -m [ ] pom “to see”

Mid-to high-falling

breathy (52 or 42)

-g [ ] pog “grandmother”
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pitch contours typical of the mid-level tone. The string /pO/

in White Hmong can form a licit word with any of the seven

tones, as seen in Table I.

In order to assess the role of breathy voice quality in the

perception of the high-falling breathy tone, the original

breathy-toned stimulus (with a high-falling pitch contour)

underwent three independent sets of pitch manipulations which

were meant to obtain breathy tokens with varying F0 levels

and contours, many of which would be unlikely for naturally

occurring breathy-toned vowels. These manipulations are

schematized in Fig. 1. For the first set of manipulations, F0

was flattened to its starting high value (267 Hz) and then low-

ered successively in steps of 10 Hz to a minimum of 187 Hz.

These manipulations were meant to render breathy vowels

confusable with the level tones in Hmong, which are all modal.

For the next set of manipulations, the final F0 of the original

falling contour was raised in steps of 10 Hz while keeping the

starting pitch constant, effectively decreasing the pitch change

of the stimulus and thus possibly rendering it more confusable

with other modal level tones. For the stimulus with the highest

final F0, the pitch change from start to end was only 10 Hz,

compared with a fall of 60 Hz for the original breathy token.

For the third set of manipulations, the entire original contour

was lowered by 10 Hz increments, such that the final contour

was low-falling instead of high-falling, which would make the

pitch contour more similar to that of the low-falling creaky

tone. In this set the pitch change in Hz from start to end did

not differ across stimuli. In total, 25 stimuli were created from

the original breathy-toned stimulus.

F0 manipulations were accomplished using the “Pitch-

Synchronous Overlap and Add” (PSOLA) function in Praat,

which alters F0 while preserving other spectral properties

that can affect voice quality (Moulines and Charpentier,

1990). This is done by separating the signal into discrete,

overlapping segments, which are then repeated or omitted

(for greater or lower F0, respectively). The remaining seg-

ments are finally overlapped and added together to reconsti-

tute the speech signal.

In order to assess the role of creaky voice quality in the

perception of the low-falling creaky tone, we manipulated the

duration and F0 of the original creaky stimulus. The original

modal and creaky words were first blocked according to length.

Typically, the low-modal tone is longer than the low creaky

one, so a short version (200 ms) of the low-modal and a long

version (337 ms) of the low-creaky words were created to deter-

mine what role vowel length plays in identifying the creaky

tone. Length of the vowel was manipulated in Praat by dupli-

cating pulses from the middle of the vowel, which for both

tones was modal-sounding. Low-modal and low-falling creaky

stimuli with both original and modified durations then under-

went two independent types of pitch modifications. For the

low-modal words, we first shifted the entire contour by 10 Hz

increments between 120 and 210 Hz. This was done in order to

obtain a variety of low-pitched stimuli, some of which would

be lower than expected for the low-modal tone, which might

render it more confusable with the low-creaky tone. In the other

manipulation, we lowered the final F0 of the original low-

modal words to simulate the pitch fall of the low-falling creaky

tone, potentially rendering these low modal stimuli more con-

fusable with the creaky tone. At about two-thirds of the vowel’s

duration (which is when F0 typically begins to fall for the

creaky tone), the pitch fell in 10 Hz increments to a maximum

70 Hz drop. The slope of the fall was created using quadratic

interpolation in Praat, such that it dropped gradually. A sche-

matic of the two sets of manipulations for original low-modal

stimulus is shown in Fig. 2(a). In total, 24 stimuli (12 long and

12 short) were created from the original low-modal stimulus.

We also performed two independent sets of F0 manipu-

lations on the original creaky-toned word. In the first set of

manipulations, we varied the pitch of the original creaky-

toned stimuli by lowering the F0 of the noncreaky initial part

of the vowel by increments of 10 Hz, so that some creaky

stimuli would have little to no pitch fall. In the second set of

manipulations, we raised the F0 of the original creaky stimuli

during the creaky portion (in the final third of the vowel) by

10 Hz increments, until the pitch was nearly flat, so that some

stimuli were creaky but not very low in pitch. A schematic of

the two sets of manipulations for original creaky-toned stim-

uli is shown in Fig. 2(b). In total, 30 stimuli (15 long and 15

short) were created from the original creaky-toned word.

The other modal tones also underwent pitch manipula-

tions, in order to provide a variety of words with modal pho-

nation and varying F0 contours. The whole F0 contour of the

high and high-falling modal tones was lowered by 100 Hz in

FIG. 1. Schematic F0 contours for the three sets of manipulations performed

on the original breathy-toned stimuli. The upward facing arrow indicates the

direction of F0.
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10 Hz increments, and the F0 contour of the rising tone was

raised up to 80 Hz in 20 Hz increments. In total, 38 stimuli

were produced from the other modal tones: eight from the

high-level tone, 20 from the high-falling modal tone, and 10

from the rising tone. The task thus included a total of 127

stimuli, each presented twice for a total of 254 tokens. Stimuli

were randomized prior to each testing session.

An acoustic analysis for voice quality measures showed

that, despite the F0 manipulations, the acoustic cues to the

voice quality of the original sound had not been altered (cf.

Esposito, 2010a). H1*–H2*, H1*–A1*,1 and harmonics-to-

noise ratio below 500 Hz (HNR) were used to analyze the

tokens’ voice quality, because these measures have been shown

to distinguish modal phonation from both breathy and creaky

phonation types in White Hmong (Garellek, 2012). Breathy

vowels are expected to have higher H1*–H2* and H1*–A1*,

but lower values for HNR, than modal vowels. Creaky vowels

are expected to have lower values than modal vowels for all

three measures. We obtained these measures using VoiceSauce

(Shue et al., 2011). As shown in Table II, the expected differ-

ences in the acoustic measures by phonation type hold for all

stimuli, regardless of the F0 and duration manipulations. Thus,

the phonation of the manipulated stimuli was characteristic of

breathy, modal, and creaky voice quality in White Hmong.

2. Participants

Participants were recruited at the Hmong-American

Partnership and through personal contacts in St. Paul, Min-

nesota. Fifteen native speakers of White Hmong, eight men

and seven women, aged 25–55, participated in the experi-

ment. All spoke English, though with varying degrees of

proficiency, and all spoke White Hmong daily, both at work

and at home. They were born in Thailand, Laos, or the US,

and all were literate in the Hmong Romanized Popular

Alphabet (R.P.A.) script, which they used on a daily basis.

None reported any difficulty with reading the words dis-

played or understanding the task. The experiment lasted

about 20–30 min and was conducted in a quiet room. Partici-

pants listened to the stimuli over noise-attenuating head-

phones. They were compensated for their time.

3. Task

Experiment 1, which was implemented in Praat (Boersma

and Weenink, 2011), consisted of a seven-alternative forced-

choice identification task, during which participants listened

to stimuli of form /pO/, and then indicated which word they

heard. The possible words were displayed on screen in stand-

ard Hmong orthography, which uses letters after the vowel to

mark the tone, except for the mid tone, which is not marked

orthographically. Listeners could hear the stimulus as many

times as they wished before selecting their response, which

they were able to change before hearing the next stimulus. A

bilingual English-White Hmong experimenter ensured that

the participants understood the task.

B. Results

Participants’ responses were analyzed using logistic

mixed-effects regression to determine the relevant factors

that account for choosing a breathy-toned or creaky-tone

response. Thus, responses were re-coded as binomial varia-

bles, by combining all “non-breathy-toned” responses (to

compare with “breathy-toned” responses), or by combining

all “non-creaky-toned” responses (to compare with “creaky-

toned” responses). The regression was done in R using the

FIG. 2. Schematic F0 contours for the two sets of manipulations performed

on (a) the original low modal-toned stimuli, and (b) the original creaky-

toned stimuli. The upward-facing arrow indicates increasing F0, and the

jagged lines represent creaky phonation.

TABLE II. Mean values of H1*–H2*, H1*–A1* (asterisks indicate that the

measures are corrected for formant frequencies and bandwidths), and HNR

in dB (standard deviations in parentheses) for high-falling breathy vs modal

and low creaky vs low modal stimuli, across all pitch manipulations.

H1*–H2* H1*–A1* HNR

High-falling breathy 8.36 (3.37) 27.11 (5.23) 27.67 (1.06)

High-falling modal 3.83 (2.18) 22.15 (1.34) 38.08 (4.39)

Low-falling creaky 1.40 (1.30) 21.68 (1.05) 35.94 (6.09)

Low modal 5.03 (1.96) 28.56 (2.97) 37.48 (6.12)
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lmer function in the lme4 package with a binomial distribu-

tion and logistic link function selected for the generalized

linear mixed-effect model. P-values are provided in the out-

put of the generalized linear mixed-effects model used for

logistic regression (Baayen, 2008). The original phonation

of the word was coded as being either breathy, modal, or

creaky, according to the lexical tone.

For predicting “breathy-toned” responses, the logistic

model included the original phonation of the stimulus

(breathy vs non-breathy), the F0 averaged over the first ninth

of the vowel, the F0 averaged over the final ninth, whether

the F0 was flat vs a contour, and mean F0. The F0 was meas-

ured in the first and final ninths of the vowel in order to get

start and end values of the measure. Average F0 values over

short intervals were used (instead of values at single time

points) in order to smooth the data. These F0 factors were

chosen because together they represented the crucial dimen-

sions in which stimuli could vary in pitch: overall pitch,

pitch dynamics (flat vs contour), and start and end values.

Only random intercepts by participant were included,

because no larger random structure significantly improved

model fit, which was assessed by model comparison using

anova. The dependent variable was whether or not partici-

pants chose a “breathy-toned” response.

The results of the logistic regression model are shown in

Table III. Of the fixed effects, the only significant factor was

whether the original stimulus was breathy, which signifi-

cantly increased the likelihood of a “breathy-toned” response

(p< 0.0001).2 The effect of the F0 in the first ninth was close

to significant (at p¼ 0.06), but minor compared to the origi-

nal phonation of the stimulus, as indicated by the much

larger Z-score of the latter compared to the former.

For predicting “creaky-toned” responses, the logistic

model included the original phonation of the stimulus

(creaky vs non-creaky), the stimulus length (short vs long),

the F0 averaged over the first ninth, the F0 averaged over the

final ninth, slope of F0 (contour vs flat), and mean F0. Partic-

ipant was included as a random effect, and the dependent

variable was whether or not participants chose a “creaky-

toned” response. The results are shown in Table IV. The

phonation of the original stimulus did not matter, even if it

was creaky. Instead, the effects of F0 in the final ninth, the

F0 slope, and the stimulus length were significant (all

p< 0.001). Thus, a stimulus that was short in length, with a

non-flat F0 contour, and/or a low final F0 was associated

with an overall greater number of “creaky-toned” responses.3

C. Discussion

The results from experiment 1 show that participants

treated breathiness and creakiness differently. Breathiness

was independent of F0, such that pitch modulations of

breathy stimuli did not change participants’ responses. Thus,

participants still perceived a flat F0 (at various pitch heights)

as breathy, even though in natural speech the breathy tone in

White Hmong is produced with a falling pitch contour. If a

breathy-toned vowel was low-falling instead of the more nat-

ural high-falling pitch contour, participants still perceived it

as breathy-toned, as shown in Fig. 3(a). We found no signifi-

cant change in “breathy-toned” responses when the starting

F0 varied, even when its pitch contour resembled that of the

creaky tone more than the modal or breathy high-falling

tones.

On the other hand, identification of the creaky tone in

White Hmong was highly dependent on the duration and F0

of the stimulus. For participants to identify a word as

creaky-toned, the vowel needed to be short and have a low-

falling pitch contour, but creaky voice quality (aperiodic and

with low spectral tilt) was not necessary. This is demon-

strated in Fig. 3(b), which shows the proportion of “creaky-

toned” responses as a function of the pitch fall for short

original creaky and low modal stimuli. There are few differ-

ences between the original creaky and low modal tokens

with manipulated F0, with both groups identified as creaky

only about 40% of the time. For both categories there was a

moderate correlation between “creaky-toned” responses and

the pitch fall, consistent with the logistic regression results.

The absence of a difference between the modal and creaky

stimuli shows that the presence of creaky phonation in the

original token mattered little in the prediction of “creaky-

toned” responses.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: SOURCE SPECTRUM
MANIPULATIONS

The results of experiment 1 show that only the breathy-

modal contrast appears to be sufficiently contrastive to lend

itself to testing the source spectrum model; the phonation

component of the creaky-modal contrast does not sufficiently

engage listeners’ attention. Given these results, the next

question of interest is to determine which parts of the source

spectrum listeners use to perceive contrastive breathy phona-

tion. Therefore, in experiment 2, source spectrum slopes

were manipulated to create stimuli ranging from modal to

breathy sounding, with F0 held constant.

TABLE III. Fixed-effects results of logistic model predicting “breathy-

toned” responses.

Coefficient b SE (b) Z-score p-value

Intercept �2.48 0.38 �6.58 <0.0001

Presence of breathy phonation 3.98 0.18 21.57 <0.0001

Mean F0 �0.001 0.01 �0.09 0.93

F0 in 1st ninth �0.01 0.01 �1.91 0.06

F0 in final ninth 0.01 0.01 1.02 0.31

F0 slope¼flat �0.04 0.16 �0.27 0.79

TABLE IV. Fixed-effects results of logistic model predicting “creaky-toned”

responses.

Coefficient b SE (b) Z-score p-value

Intercept 1.30 0.37 3.55 <0.001

Presence of creakiness 0.09 0.14 0.61 0.54

Mean F0 �0.005 0.01 �0.94 0.35

F0 in 1st ninth �0.001 0.004 �0.34 0.73

F0 in final ninth �0.02 0.004 �3.45 <0.001

F0 slope¼flat �1.10 0.18 �6.18 <0.0001

Length¼ short 1.11 0.13 8.69 <0.0001
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A. Method

1. Stimuli

The stimuli were produced using the UCLA voice syn-

thesizer (Kreiman et al., 2010; Kreiman and Gerratt, 2010).

A 1-s sample of a sustained /a/ by a female English speaker

(with an F0 of 230 Hz) was copied such that the synthesized

vowel copy formed a good match to the original, in terms of

both acoustic and perceptual characteristics. We used an

English speaker’s vowel because we did not have a recorded

Hmong token suitable for inverse filtering and copy-

synthesizing. However, the token’s formants (F1¼ 780 Hz,

F2¼ 1330 Hz) fell within the normal range for Hmong /a/

with either of the high-falling tones, based on the Hmong

tokens in Esposito (2012). And, because the source is

entirely manipulated for the experiment, the initial spectral

profile mattered little. The synthesized token was shortened

to a duration appropriate for both of the high-falling tones in

White Hmong (about 340 ms), and the fundamental frequency

was adjusted (by the method described in Sec. II A 1) such

that it was high-falling from 280 to 198 Hz. This F0 contour

was taken from a natural token of White Hmong tag / /

“finish” spoken by a White Hmong female speaker. All stim-

uli were produced from this synthesized base / /.

The source shape of this base form was then modified

according to the four harmonic-amplitude parameters of the

source model described in the Introduction (Kreiman et al.,
2007, 2011; Kreiman and Gerratt, 2012): H1–H2, H2–H4,

H4–2 kHz (the harmonic closest to 2000 Hz), and 2 kHz–

5 kHz (the final harmonic in the source model, closest to

5000 Hz).4 For every stimulus file, the amplitudes of all har-

monics were adjusted to the slopes of these components, as

shown in Fig. 4. Only the harmonic amplitudes were modi-

fied; the noise component of the original sample was set at a

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Proportion “breathy-toned” responses for breathy

stimuli as a function of start of F0 fall. (b) Proportion “creaky-toned”

responses as a function of start of F0 fall, for short original low modal (22)

and low-falling creaky (21) tokens. Chance is indicated at 0.14. Best-fit

regression lines are shown for (a) proportion breathy response as a function

of F0 fall (excluding subject-explained variance), and (b) for shortened

modal (grey line) and short creaky (black line) stimuli. The starting value of

the F0 fall is weakly correlated with proportion “breathy-toned” responses.

For “creaky-toned” responses, F0 fall shows moderate to high correlations

with proportion “creaky-toned” responses for both modal and creaky stim-

uli, as indicated by Pearson’s r values. Note that these correlations are not

derived from the logistic mixed-effects models.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Schematics of the spectral source manipulations, with

only the five harmonic anchors (H1, H2, H4, 2 kHz, and 5 kHz) represented

by vertical lines. The four component slopes of the source spectrum model

are shown by dotted lines. In condition 1 (a), H1–H2 varied by increasing

the amplitude of H1. In condition 2 (b), H1–H2 and H2–H4 covaried by

decreasing the amplitude of H2. In condition 3 (c), H2–H4 and H4–2 kHz

covaried by decreasing the amplitude of H4. Manipulations are represented

by dashed lines.
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constant noise-to-signal ratio of �25 dB across all the

harmonic-amplitude adjustments.

Sample slope values per stimulus of the first two compo-

nents can be found in supplementary materials and a sum-

mary description of the conditions is shown in Table V. The

four components were manipulated in five conditions, each

with 18 stimuli, for a total of 90 stimuli. To determine listen-

ers’ sensitivity to the different source spectral components

and their role in the perception of breathiness, the conditions

were designed to provide a range of naturally occurring val-

ues for each source spectrum slope. In condition 1, the am-

plitude of H1 was increased so that the slope of H1–H2

varied from �2 to 15 dB in 1 dB increments. In condition 2,

only H1–H2 and H2–H4 varied. The slope of H1–H2 was

again varied from �2 to 15 dB (in 1 dB increments), but now

by lowering H2 to produce a progressively higher value of

H1–H2. Because H2 was manipulated, the slope of H2–H4

increased from about 6 to 23 dB as H1–H2 decreased. The

two higher components (H4–2 kHz and 2 kHz–5 kHz) were

the same for both conditions 1 and 2. In condition 3, only

H2–H4 and H4–2 kHz varied.

The amplitude of H4 was manipulated, such that when

H2–H4 increased from 6 to 23 dB, the slope of H4–2 kHz

decreased from 27 to 10 dB (H1–H2 remained constant at

8 dB, as shown in Fig. 4). In condition 4, H4–2 kHz and

2 kHz–5 kHz varied. The amplitude of the harmonic nearest

2 kHz was manipulated, such that as H4–2 kHz increased from

10 to 27 dB, the slope of 2 kHz–5 kHz decreased from �2 to

15 dB. In condition 5, only the amplitude of the final harmonic

at 5 kHz was manipulated in 1 dB increments. For each stimu-

lus, the slope values for every component fell within the nor-

mal range for that component, based on a sample of modeled

source spectra for 49 English voices (Kreiman et al., 2011).

Once all these vowels were created, a sample onset /t/

from a naturally produced White Hmong token was spliced

onto the beginning of each file. The vowels lacked formant

transitions, so splicing of an alveolar burst sounded more

natural than a labial to the first and third authors. Real

Hmong words with /ta/ occur for all the tones.

2. Participants

The 15 subjects from experiment 1 also participated in

experiment 2 after completing experiment 1 and taking a break.

3. Task

Experiment 2, which was also implemented in Praat,

consisted of a four-alternative forced-choice identification

task, during which participants listened to stimuli varying

between /ta/ and /tO/ with one of two tones, and then chose

which of the four possible words they heard. Both strings

can have either the high-falling modal or breathy tone, but

we also included two different vowel responses because,

when making the stimuli, we noted that some spectral

manipulations resulted in a change of vowel quality from

more [a]-like to more [O]-like, and these vowel qualities con-

trast in White Hmong. Therefore, listeners were able to

choose between breathy or modal /ta/ or /tO/.

As in experiment 1, the possible responses (modal taj,
toj and breathy tag, tog, all of which are real native words)

were displayed on a computer screen in standard Hmong or-

thography. Listeners could hear a stimulus as many times as

they wished before selecting their response, which they were

able to change before hearing the next stimulus. A bilingual

English-Hmong experimenter ensured that the participants

understood the task. Experiment 2 lasted about 20 min, with

90 stimuli repeated randomly in three blocks, for a total of

270 responses per participant. In total, the two experiments

took about 45 min to an hour.

B. Results

1. Source spectrum model parameters and cues to
breathiness

To determine which spectral components were used by

Hmong listeners to perceive the breathy tone, we fit a logis-

tic mixed-effects regression model to the responses, with

tone response (breathy vs modal) as the dependent variable

and participant as a random intercept. The model included as

fixed effects the four harmonic-amplitude components of the

source spectrum model (H1–H2, H2–H4, H4–2 kHz, and

2 kHz–5 kHz) The fixed effects were centered to reduce col-

linearity between them.

The results of the logistic regression show that H1–H2

and H2–H4 were significant predictors of “breathy-toned”

responses (see Table VI). Both of these components have

positive estimates, meaning that an increase in either

resulted in a significantly higher probability of a “breathy-

toned” response. The effects of H1–H2 and H2–H4, both

when they varied independently of each other (in conditions

1 and 3) and when they co-varied (condition 2), can be

seen in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). In Fig. 5(a), the proportion of

“breathy-toned” responses increased as H1-H2 increased for

condition 1 (the black line, where all other components were

held constant). However, in condition 2 (the gray line), the

same linear increase in H1–H2 did not result in a higher

TABLE V. Summary of the five conditions in experiment 2. Arrows indi-

cate an increase (") or decrease (#) for a given component. An unmentioned

component means it was held constant in that condition.

Condition Harmonic varied Varying components

Condition 1 H1 H1-H2 "
Condition 2 H2 H1-H2 ", H2-H4 #
Condition 3 H4 H2-H4 ", H4-2 kHz #
Condition 4 2 kHz H4-2 kHz ", 2 kHz-5kHz #
Condition 5 5 kHz 2 kHz-5kHz "

TABLE VI. Fixed-effects results of logistic model predicting “breathy-

toned” responses in experiment 2.

Coefficient b SE (b) Z-score p-value

Intercept 0.39 0.29 1.35 0.18

H1–H2 0.14 0.01 11.46 <0.0001

H2–H4 0.12 0.01 12.49 <0.0001

H4–2 kHz 0.009 0.01 0.93 0.35

2 kHz–5 kHz �0.004 0.01 �0.42 0.68
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proportion of “breathy-toned” responses, because in that

condition H2–H4 decreased linearly.

However, H2–H4 can independently result in a higher

proportion of “breathy-toned” responses, as seen in condi-

tion 3 (the black line) in Fig. 5(b), where the effect of H4–

2 kHz was minimal. In condition 2 (the gray line), an

increase in H2–H4 did not result in more “breathy-toned”

responses because as H2–H4 increases, H1–H2 was decreas-

ing. Thus, H1–H2 and H2–H4 may independently trigger a

breathy percept in Hmong listeners, but the two components

are also in a trading relation. From these results, it might be

suspected that the crucial parameter is in fact H1–H4 [as was

used by Kingston et al. (1997)], subsuming H1–H2 and H2–

H4. However, a separate logistic mixed-effects regression

model that included H1–H4 as an additional fixed effect

showed that both H1–H2 and H2–H4 are still independently

significant in predicting “breathy-toned” responses. Thus,

for listeners to hear a breathy tone, both an increase in H1–

H2 and an increase in H2–H4 are necessary.

2. Source spectrum model parameters and changes in
vowel quality

Because participants were also able to choose between

two vowels (/a, O/) as well as two phonation types, we next

looked at the effects of the source spectrum model’s parame-

ters on perceived changes in vowel quality. The filter function

was held constant during stimulus creation, so any perceived

changes in vowel quality must be due to effects of the source.

To determine which spectral components were responsible

for perceived changes in vowel quality, we ran a logistic

mixed-effects model similar to that used to analyze “breathy-

toned” responses, except that in this case the dependent

variable was whether listeners chose a word with /O/, as

opposed to one with /a/ (regardless of perceived phonation).

The results of the logistic regression show that H1–H2,

H2–H4, and H4–2 kHz were significant predictors of /O/

responses (see Table VII). These three components have

positive estimates, meaning that increase in the component

resulted in a significantly higher probability of obtaining an

/O/ response. However, the much higher Z-score for H2–H4

suggests that the perceived change in vowel quality is mostly

due to that component.

C. Discussion

The results from experiment 2 show that, all else equal,

changes in the source spectrum’s harmonic amplitudes can

affect Hmong listeners’ percept of phonemic modal vs

breathy voice, which was determined to be contrastive for

them in experiment 1. In particular, the results indicate that

two of the source spectrum model’s components, H1–H2

and H2–H4, are relevant for White Hmong listeners. The

results also show that for a consistent breathy percept, the

source spectrum’s harmonic amplitudes should decrease rap-

idly from H1 to H4. If there is a sharp drop from H1 to H2,

but relatively equal amplitudes of H2, H3, and H4, then lis-

teners will not hear the vowel as breathy. Note that it is not

uncommon for voices to have a small H1–H2 and a large

H2–H4 (or vice versa). An analysis of 49 English voices

indicated that over a third of the sample voices showed such

configurations (Kreiman et al., 2011). This appears to be

true for Hmong speakers’ production of their breathy tone as

well. An analysis of 373 Hmong breathy-toned tokens from

36 male and female voices (studied in Esposito, 2012) exam-

ined the extent to which H1*–H2* and H2*–H4* are corre-

lated.5 The measures and the formant correction were

implemented in VoiceSauce (Shue et al., 2011). The results

show that the correlation between corrected H1*–H2* and

FIG. 5. Proportion of “breathy-toned” responses as a function of (a) H1–H2

in conditions 1 (H1–H2 varying) and 2 (H1–H2 and H2–H4 covarying), (b)

H2–H4 in conditions 2 and 3 (H1–H2 held constant, H2–H4 and H4–2 kHz

covarying). Best-fit regression lines for proportion of “breathy-toned”

responses as a function of changes to (a) H1–H2 and (b) H2–H4 are

included, excluding subject-explained variance. H1–H2 manipulations in

condition 1 but not in condition 2 are highly correlated with a higher propor-

tion of “breathy-toned” responses (as indicated by the values of Pearson’s

r). H2–H4 manipulations in condition 3 but not in condition 2 are highly

correlated with a higher proportion of “breathy-toned” responses. Note that

these correlations are not derived from the logistic mixed-effects models.

TABLE VII. Fixed-effects results of logistic model predicting “/O/ word”

responses in experiment 2.

Coefficient b SE (b) Z-score p-value

Intercept 0.97 0.52 1.87 0.06

H1–H2 0.05 0.01 3.80 <0.001

H2–H4 0.15 0.01 13.99 <0.0001

H4–2 kHz 0.04 0.01 3.78 <0.001

2 kHz–5 kHz 0.008 0.01 0.70 0.48
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H2*–H4* (averaged over the entire vowel duration) is low,

with an r2 of only 0.02. Therefore, in Hmong a breathy tone

can have a small H1–H2 but large H2–H4, and vice versa

(regardless of whether the measures derive from the source

or audio spectrum). Although this confirms that the spectral

configurations in experiment 2 were consistent with naturally

occurring breathy tokens, our results do suggest that real

breathy tokens with conflicting H1–H2 and H2–H4 slopes

would be heard as modal. We discuss this in more detail in

Sec. IV B.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The experiments in this study help clarify the role of

phonation in the tonal contrasts of White Hmong, as well as

the role of different harmonic amplitudes in the perception

of breathy phonation.

A. The role of phonation in the White Hmong tone
system

Experiment 1 showed that phonation cues are funda-

mental for identifying the White Hmong high-falling breathy

tone, with F0 modifications having little effect on its percep-

tion. That is, breathy voice quality is used to make a categor-

ical distinction between two tones. This is in line with

expectations. White Hmong has two tones with very similar

high-falling pitch contours, and for these two tones to remain

distinct, some difference besides pitch must be made. Modal

vs breathy voice qualities provide such a difference, and

apparently listeners have come to rely almost exclusively on

that difference.

At the same time, however, experiment 1 showed that

the role of phonation in the identification of the low-falling

creaky tone is comparatively minor, given that an F0 drop

and short duration are what listeners relied on in making

their judgments. That is, creaky voice quality appears to be

at best a secondary cue to what is fundamentally a duration

and pitch contrast. Overall rates of identification of the low-

falling tone were low in this experiment, suggesting that lis-

teners have rather narrow criteria for the low-falling tone,

yet these criteria do not include presence of creaky voice.

This result differs from that of Andruski (2006), who found

fewer identification errors for naturally occurring creaky-

toned stimuli than for modal-toned ones. It is likely that the

duration of the creaky-toned stimuli, which is shorter than

all other tones, was used as a primary identification cue by

listeners in Andruski (2006).

The fact that breathiness is more perceptually important

than creakiness might also be due to the slightly greater

“burden” of breathiness in the contrast between the two

high-falling (j/g-) tones, compared to that of creakiness in

the contrast between the two low (s/m-) tones, in the White

Hmong lexicon. That is, does the high-falling breathy tone

have a higher functional load than the low-falling tone?

Based on a dictionary search of White Hmong (Xiong,

2003), 45% of possible minimal pairs between the modal

and breathy falling tones exist in the lexicon. A smaller num-

ber, 36%, of possible minimal pairs between the low modal

and low-falling tones exist. Unfortunately, it is unclear

whether this difference in percentage constitutes a meaning-

fully larger functional load in Hmong for the breathy tone

than the creaky tone. We do not know, for example, how fre-

quent these minimal pairs are in the language.

The fact that creaky phonation came out at best as a sec-

ondary cue to the low-falling tone might seem surprising

given previous evidence that in production this tone’s phona-

tion is robustly different from modal (Esposito, 2012; Garel-

lek, 2012). Why would speakers often produce a characteristic

phonation if listeners do not expect it or attend to it? And why

would White Hmong listeners apparently fail to make use of

even the clearly creaky phonation in our stimuli, which should

be an informative cue, given that in general listeners make use

of any and all relevant information in a speech signal? We

propose three possible explanations. First, it is known that

rapid dips in F0 can cue the percept of creaky voice quality in

Mixtec (Gerfen and Baker, 2005) and of glottal stops in Eng-

lish (Hillenbrand and Houde, 1996), suggesting that some

forms of perceived creaky voice can be tied to pitch dynamics

alone. The pitch variations in the stimuli in experiment 1

could have produced an integrated percept of creaky voice,

even in the absence of physical creak. Nonetheless, this does

not explain why listeners ignore creak when it is present.

Another possibility is that F0 is such a salient cue to the

low-falling tone, that listeners have come to rely on F0

almost exclusively, despite the relatively small pitch differ-

ences between the low-falling creaky and low modal tone

contrast.

Alternatively, the key property of the tone might be its

low pitch, and creak is simply one means of ensuring a low

pitch target. Thus, creak aids speakers in reaching an F0 tar-

get, but the target itself is one of pitch. Creaky phonation

might also be a consequence of low pitch in general. Like-

wise, the creaky phonation or a checked-tone with a glottal

stop is a means of ensuring that the tone be short in duration.

Thus, creakiness likely reinforces both the F0 lowering and

the short duration of the low-falling creaky/checked tone but

in itself is not distinctive.

The results from experiment 1 also demonstrate differ-

ences between creaky and breathy phonation. Although low

pitch can be heard as creak, to our knowledge, changes in F0

alone cannot trigger a percept of breathiness. Interestingly, it

is common across languages for breathiness to be associated

with relatively low or falling tones (Hombert et al., 1979;

Gordon and Ladefoged, 2001; Brunelle, 2012), whereas lar-

yngealization (a form of which is creaky voice) can be asso-

ciated with either lower or higher pitch and tones (Hombert

et al., 1979; Gordon and Ladefoged, 2001; Kingston, 2005,

and references therein; Brunelle, 2012). Still, creaky voice

per se generally means extra-low pitch (Gerratt and

Kreiman, 2001). If creaky voice is being used in White

Hmong to guarantee an extra-low pitch, then it is functioning

more like a pitch setting than like a phonation type that is in-

dependent of pitch (Kuang, 2012). On the other hand,

breathy voice in White Hmong seems independent of pitch.

That is, breathy voice and creaky voice clearly function dif-

ferently in the White Hmong tone system and that could be

because creaky voice is more closely tied to an absolute

pitch than breathy voice is.
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B. The perceptual importance of harmonic amplitudes

In experiment 2, we found that changes in spectral slopes

(as measured by harmonic-amplitude differences) alone are

sufficient to change White Hmong listeners’ percept from

modal voice to breathy voice. These harmonic-amplitude dif-

ferences were not only sufficient cues, but indeed strong cues,

to breathy voice—in these stimuli with only an intermediate

level of noise, on its own insufficient to cue breathiness. Of

course, we are not claiming that noise is not a cue to breathy

voice in White Hmong. It is extremely likely that listeners

would attend to noise if it were strong, given the known role

of noise in English listeners’ perception of breathiness and its

interaction with spectral slope (Klatt and Klatt, 1990; Kreiman

and Gerratt, 2005; Shrivastav and Sapienza, 2006; Kreiman

and Gerratt, 2012) and the measured differences in harmon-

ics-to-noise ratio between the breathy and modal tones in

Hmong (Garellek, 2012). However, the current study indicates

that when the noise level is only intermediate, spectral slope

variation alone can control the rate of breathy responses.

Furthermore, only harmonic-amplitude differences in the

low-frequency spectrum, as represented by H1-H2 and

H2-H4, mattered to the listeners. Listeners did not use higher

frequency modulations to distinguish breathy from modal

phonation. This is despite the fact that higher frequency mod-

ulations do correlate with breathy vs modal phonations in

White Hmong production: Esposito (2012) found that H1*–

A2* distinguishes breathy from modal phonation, and Garel-

lek (2010) found that H1*–A3* contributed somewhat to the

contrast. H1*–A2* covers frequencies between H1–H4 and

part of H4–2k; H1*–A3* will always cover frequencies

greater than 2k. Nonetheless, we found that in perception

only low frequencies matter. Thus, the spectral slope model

is shown to be too detailed for the breathy-modal contrast in

White Hmong. This might be surprising, but we can perhaps

understand this result by positing that linguistic phonation

contrasts, which must be produced by all speakers of a lan-

guage, may well be less complex than individual voice differ-

ences, and so the model needed for linguistic contrasts could

be simpler than the model needed for individual voices.

In addition, experiment 2 showed that different

harmonic-amplitude parameters (viz. H1–H2 and H2–H4)

can independently cue breathiness. This result is consistent

with previous work showing that various acoustic measures

correlate with production and perception of linguistic breath-

iness (Esposito, 2010a), and with variation in the slopes of

H1–H2 and H2–H4 across individual English voices

(Kreiman et al., 2011). What is surprising here is that the per-

ceptual effect of one parameter may undo the effect of the

other. The results from experiment 2 suggest that White

Hmong breathy-toned vowels with conflicting H1–H2 and

H2–H4 slopes would be heard as modal. As shown in Sec. III

C., low H1–H2 and high H2–H4 (and vice versa), measured

as corrected H1*–H2* and H2*–H4* from audio recordings,

do occur in the breathy vowels produced by 36 Hmong

speakers, yet it is very unlikely that all those breathy vowels

would be consistently misidentified by Hmong listeners.

The source of this paradox is probably the fact that in

experiment 2 we held constant other parameters which are

likely also important cues to the breathy vs modal contrast in

White Hmong. Most importantly, as noted above, spectral

noise was held constant, in that the stimuli were created

from a modal /a/ with an intermediate level of noise

(�25 dB). It is likely that with high levels of noise, tokens

with conflicting slopes of H1–H2 and H2–H4 are still heard

as breathy. The interaction between H1–H2, H2–H4, and

noise should therefore be studied in more detail. The linguis-

tics literature has typically focused on harmonic attributes of

breathiness (e.g., Fischer-J�rgensen, 1967; Bickley, 1982;

Esposito, 2010a), whereas the voice literature usually

focuses on the role of noise (e.g., Hillenbrand et al., 1994;

Shrivastav and Sapienza, 2006). The results of this study

reinforce that both the harmonic and inharmonic components

of the voice source, as well as their interaction, must be im-

portant in the perception of phonation, and thus that context

is important in the interpretation of acoustic cues to voice

quality (Kreiman and Gerratt, 2012).

Spectral slope manipulations, in particular of H2–H4, also

resulted in changes in vowel quality identification. Although

voice quality modulations may be independent of the filter,

researchers have reported vowel quality differences for con-

trastive phonation types in several languages, possibly due to

pharyngeal involvement or larynx movement (Maddieson and

Ladefoged, 1985; Denning, 1989; Gordon and Ladefoged,

2001; Edmondson and Esling, 2006; Kuang, 2011; Brunelle,

2012). These authors have shown that in a variety of lan-

guages, lax or breathy phonation may co-occur with lower F1

values. Furthermore, perception studies have shown an inter-

dependence of vowel quality and voice quality in listeners’

judgments about vowel or voice (Kingston et al., 1997; Lotto

et al., 1997; Brunelle, 2012). Such previous findings are con-

sistent with our result that higher spectral tilt caused both

more “breathy-toned” and more /O/ (rather than /a/) responses.

The higher energy in the lower harmonics might shift listen-

ers’ percept of F1 towards the lower end of the frequency

scale, even when the filter remains unchanged. That is, vowel

height changes in breathy vowels could be perceptually driven,

in addition to or instead of physiologically driven. Speakers of

languages that have lower F1 values for breathy vowels com-

pared to modal ones might then accentuate this perceived F1

shift by changing the properties of the vocal tract.

In conclusion, we find that breathy phonation is the pri-

mary and necessary cue to the high-falling breathy tone in

White Hmong, in contrast to creakiness, which (for most lis-

teners) is neither necessary nor sufficient in cueing the low-

falling creaky tone. Manipulations of harmonic amplitudes

in the source spectrum show that listeners weight a sharp

spectral tilt in the lower frequencies as more important than

higher-frequency harmonic components for the perception of

breathy voice. These results are relevant for determining

how many and which spectral parameters are required in a

model of the voice source that aims to account for perception

of linguistic contrasts as well as cross-voice variability.
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1The harmonic measures are marked with asterisks because they have been

corrected for vowel frequencies and bandwidths. For more information,

see discussion in Sec. III C.
2Post hoc within-subject logistic regression analyses reveal that breathy

phonation was the sole predictor of “breathy-toned” responses for 12 of

the 15 listeners. The remaining 3 listeners’ “breathy-toned” responses

could not be predicted from the factors included, which suggests either

that other factors not studied here accounted for their “breathy-toned”

responses, or that the “breathy-toned” responses for these listeners were

random.
3Post hoc within-subject logistic regression analyses reveal that creaky

phonation was a significant predictor of “creaky-toned” responses for 2 of

the 15 listeners, and had the largest coefficient in the regression model for

one listener. The remaining 13 listeners’ “creaky-toned” responses were

predicted by stimulus duration, mean F0, and F0 slope. This is consistent

with the general findings across all listeners, presented in Table IV.
4The model’s slopes are uncorrected for formants (not marked with aster-

isks) because they are derived from the source spectrum.
5The measures here are marked with asterisks to denote that they are cor-

rected for formant frequencies and bandwidths (because they are derived

from the audio spectrum). The correction, from Hanson (1997) and Iseli

et al. (2007), thus approximates the slope amplitudes at the source.
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